Draft variation to the Moree and Remote LAPs
Broadcasting Planning Section
ACMA
PO Box 78
BELCONNEN ACT 2616.

Wednesday, November 25, 2009

File Reference: ACMA2009/861 (Moree LAP)

Dear Christopher,

Draft Variation to License Area Plans for Moree No 1 of 2009

Talbragar Broadcaster Incorporated acknowledges the Moree draft LAP variations and especially the Explanatory Paper with reference to Preliminary View 2—Community Radio Station—Dunedoo. We endorse the Australian Communications and Media Authority’s (ACMA) proposal to change the carrier frequency of 2TRR from 101.5 to 96.1 broadcasting from Three River Reservoir Rhodes St Dunedoo with a maximum EPR of 1 kW with an OD radiation pattern.

Further Talbragar Broadcasters Incorporated endorses the ACMA’s proposed creation of a translator frequency for 2TRR at Coolah with a carrier frequency of 95.3 MHz from Trig Station Mount Oaky with a maximum EPR of 2 kW with an OD radiation pattern.

Yours sincerely,

The Reverend Robert Bowman,
President